
�Sr�� Yantra GeometryG�erard HuetIntrodution�Sr�� Yantra (pronouned Shri Yantra) is a sared diagram of Tantri Hindhuism. Its symbolism isexplained in Zimmer [18, 19℄. It onsists in three onentri parts:� An inner �gure of interpenetrating triangles. This �gure, symmetri in its vertial entral axis,ontains both upward-pointing triangles (vahni), symbolizing the male element (\Purusha",the Cosmi Person), and downward-pointing triangles (�sakti), symbolizing the female aspet(\Prakr.iti", i.e. energy) of divinity. There are 4 male triangles, and 5 female ones. Theirinter-penetration symbolizes the omplementarity of the opposite priniples in reating theillusion of duality through ignorane, whereas the general symmetry and balane of the whole�gure symbolizes the more profound reality of Unity of God through its various unfoldings.� Two onentri rings, holding a regular lotus (padma) design. The inner pattern bears 8 lotuspetals, the outer one 16. These patterns symbolize the santity of the inner diagram, usedas instrument (yantra) in yoga meditation; suh diagrams are abstrat analogues of the moreprofusely deorated tibetan thankas [19℄.� A triple Greek-like key-pattern, the bh�upura, or �si�sirita (shivered) frame. It symbolizes theground-plan of a temple with 4 square openings, in the 4 diretions of spae. This santuaryis the seat (p��t.ha) of one's hosen deity (is.t.a-devat�a), representing one's Higher Self.The �Sr�� Yantra diagram is a sared symbol of Tantri Hindhuism, and it is traditionally used inyoga meditation exerises. The original edition of Zimmer [18℄ had erroneous desriptions of �Sr��Yantra, aording to the later english translation [19℄. Unfortunately, that one too is marred witherrors in diagrams, and unlear referenes to inside-out onstrution instrutions for the drawingof the triangular entral pattern. The present paper presents a more systemati approah to theformal de�nition of �Sr�� Yantra.1 In searh of �Sr�� Yantra1.1 Drawing experimentsOur �rst approah was ompletely experimental: the author tried to draw �Sr�� Yantra in free hand,and failed. A more systemati attempt with a omputer drawing system failed too. The onlyreliable model available then was the frontispiee �gure in [19℄, all the other diagrams in the bookbeing obviously erroneous, or at least signi�antly di�erent from the frontispiee �gure. Instrutionsfor drawing the diagram lead to various inexat drawings, suh as the False �Sr�� Yantra shown inFigure 1.Using the Maintosh pakage FreeHand, and measuring preisely Zimmer's frontispiee diagram,a orret �Sr�� Yantra was then produed, shown below as Figure 2, and measured to serve as initialapproximate on�guration.



Figure 1: False �Sr�� Yantra1.2 A more rigorous geometri analysisThe diÆulty of the above experiments had left undeided whether �Sr�� Yantra was indeed uniquelyde�ned in the real plane, under-spei�ed, or even impossible. Using the notation XA for thehorizontal oordinate of point A in Fig. 1, and Y A for its vertial oordinate, and writing A&B ! for \points A and B determine the line  joining them" and a� b! C for \lines a and b determinetheir intersetion C", we ompute a system of real oordinates onstraints as follows. � is the innerirle of the diagram.We hoose Y Q, XF , Y P , XA and Y J as parameters, and we ompute: Y Q��! Q; Q&O! e;Y F = Y Q; Y J ��! J ; J&T ! h; XA� e! A; Y J � e! H; Y Q�h! I; XU = 0; Y U = Y Q;U&A! f ; Y P � f ! C; F&H ! g; 0T � g ! V ; XW = 0; Y W = Y P ; F&W ! a; a� f ! D;a � h ! G; Y J � f ! B; XZ = 0; Y Z = Y A; C&Z ! ;  � g ! M ; I&B ! d; d � 0 ! Y L;f � Y L! L; d� Y P ! P ; a� YM ! E; P&E ! i; a� Y V ! S; g � Y A! K; i� Y D ! N ;d� Y G! R.The parameters are onsistent if point (0; Y G) is on line i, whih gives one extra onstraint. Wethus obtain a problem with 4 degrees of freedom, whih admits several solutions. However, we haveto take into aount the further onstraints that the various points of the diagrams should lie insidethe irumsribing irle � ; we thus have a very shallow range for the 4 real parameters, leadingto solutions whih are �sthetially lose to Figure 2. A standard Newton approximation solving of2
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Figure 2: Approximate �Sr�� Yantrathe onstraint on G from various initial solutions leads to the following partiular solution, wherethe diameter of irle � is taken as unit length:De�nition Classial �Sr�� Yantra is de�ned by: Y F = 0:668, XF = 0:126, Y P = 0:463, XA = 0:187,Y J = 0:398, Y L = 0:165, Y A = 0:265, Y G = 0:769, Y V = 0:887, YM = 0:603, Y D = 0:551.This investigation solved our query:Theorem �Sr�� Yantra is an under-determined Eulidean plane geometry problem with 4 real pa-rameters, admitting an in�nity of solutions around the Classial �Sr�� Yantra.The wider variation of the various solutions is on Y L, and this obviously a�ets the �sthetirendering of the diagram, and onsequently its esoteri powers. It beame lear at this point thata syntheti study of the above solutions was essential in getting a more preise approximation tothe traditional diagram.1.3 Graphi synthesis of solutionsThe graphi desription language Postsript [3℄ was hosen for the graphi synthesis of the solutions.The mathematial analysis of the previous setion pertains only to the triangular area. The irular,as well as retangular patterns, were obtained by measurements from the original model from the3



frontispiee �gure in [19℄. The lotus patterns were also obtained by a trial-and-error �ddling withthe Postsript B�ezier ubi urves primitives. The relevant Postsript ode is given in the Appendix.We show below two examples of �gures whih are partiular solutions of the �Sr�� Yantra equa-tions. In the left �gure point V is very high, whereas in the right one point N is very lose to line. The tension between these two pitfalls is the essential diÆulty in drawing the right diagram.

Figure 3: Two exat �Sr�� Yantras1.4 �stheti feedbakAn �stheti analysis was made of the resulting �gures, leading to more experiments aiming atreahing an optimum feeling of harmony from the ontemplation of the diagram. The main worrywas the seemingly mandatory inexion in the slope variation of the upward diagonal lines e, d, ,b, a, and symetrially (but to a lesser extent) of the downward diagonal lines f , i, g, and h. Thisessentially experimental study onverged to the de�nition given above of Classial �Sr�� Yantra, andthe orresponding rendition is given below in Figure 4.1.5 Bibliographi searhThe initial hope of the above mathematial analysis of the yantra was to formally desribe aparametri situation admitting multiple solutions whih ould be optimized aording to an �sthetiriterion. However, even though the �rst part of the onlusion was reahed, witness the Theoremabove, the shallow range of solutions made it absolutely impossible to optimize the diagram to theextent, for instane, that the various triangle slopes vary in a monotonous fashion.Doubts beame thus to enter the mind of the author as to the preise de�nition of �Sr�� Yantra.Even a serious study suh as [19℄ ontained inonsistenies. It de�nes desriptions of it, ulmi-nating in its Figure 10, whih are learly di�erent from its �nal olour rendition presented in thefrontispiee. The frontispiee �gure onforms to the mathematial analysis given above, and thuswe may asertain that it is a preise graphial rendition of Classial �Sr�� Yantra. But the awkward4



Figure 4: Classial �Sr�� Yantrasloping of the innermost shakti triangle of the latter makes it less harmonious in some sense thanthe smoother design in Figure 10 of this work, similar to the False �Sr�� Yantra shown above.The inside-out instrutions, attributed to Bh�askarar�aya's Nity�a�soda�sik�arnava, are learly mis-leading, sine there is no hope, exept by extraordinary luk, to get points J and Q on the irle� determined by its diameter 0T . Atually, this text an be only onsidered as an approximatedesription of �Sr�� Yantra, and by no means as preise instrutions for its geometrial onstrution.It was not lear at this point whih of the two designs was the traditional one. It was nota priori obvious whether the more exat, or the more harmonious drawing, were to be preferred.The frontispiee to [19℄ is redited to [11℄, but was added by the translators, and is absent fromthe original edition [18℄. The �rst lead was to follow Zimmer himself, who onsigned later hisobservations on Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization in a volume edited after hisdeath by Joseph Campbell [20℄. In there, Fig 36 (also reprodued on the front over) is a version ofthe False �Sr�� Yantra. The redits attribute this �gure to Sir John Woodro�e, judge at the SupremeCourt of Calutta, who published tantri works under the pseudonym Arthur Avalon. Indeed, this�gure may be found on the over of [1℄, published in 1914.The next available referene was the work of A. Dani�elou [5℄. The relevant diagram is representedin the Frenh edition on page 537, whih we shall all the Reverse Classial �Sr�� Yantra, sine itis indeed a geometrially preise yantra, but it is shown upside down. The diagram is alled Shr̂�Cakra in this work, i.e. Fortunate Cirle, while alluding to its other name of Shr̂� Yantra, translatedas Diagram of Beauty or Harmony. It is said that the Shr̂� Cakra represents the Universal Goddess.At this point it seemed that the Classial �Sr�� Yantra was indeed the orret rendition, but thevertial orientation was in doubt, espeially with respet to the remarks on inorret orientation in5



footnote q p. 161 of [19℄.One of the most onfusing soures is Rao, who disusses the diagram under the name �Sr��hakra,in the hapter Devi of the �rst volume of his extensive study of Hindu ionography [14℄. In thiswork are presented a hand-drawn Reverse Classial �Sr�� Yantra as Plate XCVII, and the photographof a genuine Classial �Sr�� Yantra metalli plate engraving from the �Sr�� _ngeri Mat.ha as Plate XCVIII.Evidene for the orret orientation was found in Renou [16℄, artile 1166, whih says thatthe most eÆient yantra, �r̂�yantra, is omposed of 5 downward and 4 upward triangles. Theaompanying �gure 28, p. 581, is however a False �Sr�� Yantra, apparently idential to Avalon'soriginal one. The text refers to Zimmer as its main soure.Further evidene for the orret orientation was found in a book on Tantra Art [8℄, where aClassial �Sr�� Yantra in the form of a Rajasthan painting from the late 18th entury is reproduedas Plate 7. It is mentioned that, aording to the Tantrasara, this yantra should not be drawnduring night time. Plate 51 of the same soure shows a opper plate rendition from South India,dated 17th-18th entury. It is stated that the ultimate objet of meditation on this yantra is torealize the unity of the meditator's individual soul with the Goddess. The text of this work givesmysterious instrutions for drawing the diagram: \Taking the positive pentagon (and its negativeally, the pentale) and drawing diagonals from (a) entre to angles, and (b) from entre to sides,two series of ten lines, having two lengths only, appear. This design is alled Sri Yantra." It goeson in desribing still more mysterious relationships between the proportions of the diagram andthe musial sales (ragas and raginis) of Indian musi.Finally, most doubts were dispelled by reading Pott's sholarly work on Yoga and Tantra [10℄.It is remarked there that Zimmer's �gures were inorret, but it is asserted rather strangely thatthe drawing instrutions are orret! A orret diagram is presented deorated with letters of theDevan�agar�� alphabet, as Fig. 7. We note that this diagram is pretty lose to the left diagram inour Figure 3 above, with point S almost on irle �. We also remark that the bindu is drawn thereas a small irle, following Rao. We note that Pott refers to a good illustration of �Sr�� Yantra inKundangar [6℄.Another book on the art of Tantra, by P. Rawson [15℄, presents �rst a opper plate, as Fig.49, and then a Rajasthan drawing, . 1800, deorated with mantras (magi formulas), as Fig. 50.Although alled �Sr�� Yantra, this drawing is rather remote from the lassial one, sine it possessesonly 3 vahni triangles, and 4 �sakti ones. But Fig. 65 shows a splendid Classial �Sr�� Yantra drawnas a gouahe painting on loth, from Nepal, . 1700. Desribed as \a diagram of the ontinuousproess of Creative Generation", this beautiful painting is illustrated with images of gods in variousgeometri positions. Its olor rendition is signi�antly di�erent from the frontispiee from [19℄. Inpartiular, the triangular sub-patterns are all red, and not alternating red and blue. The textpresents a metaphysial interpretation of the diagram, based on the K�amakal�avil�asa. This text,whose omplete translation is given in the appendix, is obsure, to say the least.Further information is provided in The Tantri Way [9℄. Besides previously referened repre-sentations, we note a 3-dimensional bronze rendition. It orresponds to what Rao alls the Meruform of the �Sr�� Yantra [14℄. Similar 3-dimensional rystal or metal representations may be foundin North India and Nepal.We �nally mention that numerous books on symbolism mention �Sr�� Yantra, but they usuallyshow inorret representations of it, either reproduing the False �Sr�� Yantra from [20℄ (e.g. Camp-bell), or it's upside-down inverse (e.g. Jung).Another geometri study of the diagram has ome reently to our attention [4℄. But this6



study mentions only approximate onstrutions, and dubious angular relationships with the GreatPyramid of Cheops.2 Semantis of �Sr�� YantraWe shall now briey omment on the ritual signi�ane of the diagram.2.1 A sared symbol of Dev��We �rst follow Rao [14℄:\The worship of yantras is ommon throughout India; perhaps the most important of theseyantras is the �Sr��hakra. It generally onsists of forty-three triangles interestingly arranged in aplane and may also be produed in three other di�erent forms alled M�eru, Kail�asa and Bh�u.The M�eru is the same as the plane �Sr��hakra in plan; but the various triangles, surrounding theinnermost one, are piled one over another in di�erent planes so that the whole beomes shapedinto the form of a pyramid. The topmost layer of the M�eru ontains a irle alled the bindu.If assoiated with the eight m�atr. ik�a deities the M�eru beomes the Kail�asa; and with the V�asin��deities it beomes the Bh�u. The �Sruti or V�edi revelation itself supports the worship of yantras(f. Taitt. �Aran.). The drawing of the famous yantra known as the �Sr��hakra is given herein ...This and other yantras are generally engraved on some metalli plate, preferably one of gold; silverand opper also are often enough employed. The �Sr��hakra engraved on metalli plates is an objetof worship. In South Indian temples of the medieval and later periods, there are shrines alled bythe name of �Sakti-p��t.h�alayas, in whih there is a p��t.h�a or smaller altar very muh resembling theommon bali-p��t.ha whereon the oblations of formal worship are usually o�ered in temples. It issaid that these bali-p��t.has assoiated with the �Sakti-p��t.h�alayas ontain inside them the plate onwhih the �Sr��hakra is engraved. Regular p�uj�a is o�ered to the �Sakti-p��t.ha at least twie a day. Inas muh as this is thus an objet of worship, it has been treated in this work as an ion.The other yantras are engraved upon thin silver, gold, silver or opper plates, whih are rolledinto a ylinder and then put into a golden or other metalli ase so that they may be worn on thebody of the person with a view to avoid diseases, possession by devils, and other suh evils, whih,it is supposed, they have the power to ward o�. Oasional worship is also o�ered to this aseontaining the magial yantra, and the wearer's faith in its eÆay may well e�et ures in manyases."2.2 Analysing the three basi symbolsThe inner triangular area of �Sr�� Yantra onsists of onentri areas, formed from three basi symbols:the triangle, the arrow, and the �r tree, depited respetively in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7.These three basi �gures, together with their upside-down symmetri duals, form by suessiveintersetions the onentri areas into whih the triangular pattern deomposes itself. Suh an areais alled a hakra or wheel. The �rst step of initiation in �Sr�� Yantra onsists in identifying theseareas, instead of the onfusing jumble of triangles. For instane, Figure 14 below is formed from atriangle and a reversed arrow. The Figures 12 and 13 are formed with two opposite arrows, andFigure 11 is formed from two opposite �r trees. It is remarkable that our Postsript program (seeAppendix) atually uses this analysis for the olor rendering of these rings.7



Figure 5: Vahni triangle
Figure 6: ArrowLet us now examine these onentri rings in an outside-in approah, orresponding to thestandard use of �Sr�� Yantra in meditation pratie.2.3 An outside-in walkAn elaborate desription of the onstituents of the diagram, basially onsistent with the terminol-ogy from Zimmer [19℄, is given in The Tantri Way [9℄. It goes as follows.\The �Sr�� Yantra is alled `Nava Chakra' sine it is omposed of nine iruits, ounting from theouter plane to the bindu. Through ontemplation on the �Sr�� Yantra, the adept an redisover hisprimordial soures. The nine iruits symbolially indiate the suessive phases in the proess ofbeoming. They rank from the earthly plane and rise slowly step by step to the �nal point, thestate of supreme joy. By entering into the �elan vital of the yantra, the adept reintegrates with it.The nine iruits within �Sr�� Yantra move from the gross and tangible to the sublime and subtlerealms.The outermost periphery onsists of a square, with four gates, oloured white, red and yellow.This is the Bh�upura, the ground-plan, of the �Sr�� Yantra.Inside the square are three onentri irles, girdles [mekhal�a℄. The spae between the squareand three girdles is the Trailokya-mohana, or the Enhantress of the Triple World, hakra; at thisstage the adept is infatuated by aspirations and desires.Next are two onentri rings of sixteen and eight lotus petals, respetively. They are alledSarv�a�s�aparipuraka hakra and Sarva-�sa _nkshobhan. a hakra, indiating ful�llment of desire.The fourth hakra, Sarva-saubh�agyad�ayaka, or Giver of Auspiiousness, projets the realm ofpossibilities in spiritual asent. It onsists of the fourteen triangles forming the outer rim of theomplex interloking of triangles.The next two hakras are eah onstruted of ten triangles. Called Sarvartha-s�adhaka andSarvaraksh�ak�ara, Aomplisher of All purpose and Giver of Protetion, they indiate a stage when8



Figure 7: Fir treeinner realization begins to dawn.The seventh hakra, onsisting of eight triangles, is alled Sarva-rogahara, Remover of AllDesires and Ills, and represents the stage when the adept is free from earthly bonds and is at thethreshold of the inner irle of realization.An inverted triangle is the eighth hakra, Giver of All Aomplishments, of Sarva-siddh��prada;it denotes a stage before the onsummation of realization. All the triangular hakras are olouredred, to represent radiant energy or the dynami and �ery element of the osmos.The last hakra, the Bindu, is known as Sarva-�anandamaya, Full of Bliss. It is the santumsantorum, abounding in joy, in whih the adept partiipates in union. The point is light itself,beyond all olours, and is therefore represented as olourless."At the end of this spiritual searh, one feels like the pilgrim who has ompleted his asentof the Borobudur three-dimensional mandala, and �naly ontemplates the �nal rowning stupa,symbolizing Emptyness.We note that the olour desriptions di�er from the frontispiee �gure in [19℄, where the hakrasalternate blue and red, the outer one being yellow. Also we note that the bindu in both works isdesribed as a mere dot, whereas Rao [14℄ desribes it as a small irle.2.4 Yantra as an instrument of worshipNow let us turn to Zimmer [20℄:\In Hindu devotional tradition, \yantra" is the general term for instruments of worship, namely,idols, pitures, or geometrial diagrams. A yantra may serve as (1) a representation of somepersoni�ation or aspet of the divine, (2) a model for the worship of a divinity immediately withinthe heart, after the paraphernalia of outward devotion (idol, perfumes, o�erings, audibly utteredformul�) have been disarded by the advaned initiate, (3) a kind of hart or shedule for thegradual evolution of a vision, while identifying the Self with its slowly varying ontents, that is tosay, with the divinity in all its phases of transformation. In this ase the yantra ontains dynamielements.We may say, then, that a yantra is an instrument designed to urb the psyhi fores byonentrating them on a pattern, and in suh a way that this pattern beomes reprodued bythe worshiper's visualising power. It is a mahine to stimulate inner visualizations, meditations,and experienes. The given pattern may suggest a stati vision of the divinity to be worshiped,the superhuman presene to be realized, or it may develop a series of visualizations growing and9



Figure 8: Trailokya-mohana hakraunfolding from eah other as the links or steps of a proess."The text goes on elaborating on the proesses of enfolding and unfolding visions arising frommeditation on linear yantras. Muh more information on linear yantras in general, and �Sr�� Yantrain partiular, are given in Zimmer's learned treatise on the relationship between Art and Yoga inthe Sared Images of India [19℄, where a full hapter is devoted to linear yantras. This work alsoexplains that yantras must be onserated by a breath-giving eremony (pr�an. apratis.t.h�a), wherethe deity, seen in one's own self by meditation, is installed as a vivifying element into the materialimage. Following the Gandharva Tantra [17℄, after Zimmer [19℄:\Next, after performing Pr�an.�ay�ama [the preparatory breathing exerises℄, the S�adhaka [devotee℄should take handfuls of owers. The Dev�� should never be invoked without handfuls of owers. TheS�adhaka who ontrolled his Pr�an.a will meditate on the Parame�svar�� [that is, the Highest Ruler℄as above desribed, in his heart, and seeing by Her grae that image, the substane of whih isonsiousness in his heart, let him think of the identity between the image manifested within andthe image without. Next, the energy [tejas℄ of onsiousness within should be taken without bymeans of the V�ayu-B��ja [the mantra \yam"℄ with the breath along the nostrils, and infused into thehandful of owers. Thus, issuing with the breath, the Devat�a enters into the owers [he is holdingto his nostrils℄. The S�adhaka should then establish the Devat�a in the image or Yantra by touhingit with those owers."
10



Figure 9: Sarv�a�s�aparipuraka hakra

Figure 10: Sarva-�sa _nkshobhan. a hakra2.5 MantrasThe photographi illustration given as Plate XCVIII in Rao [14℄ shows a �Sr�� Yantra bearing de-van�agar�� letters. This is analysed in Pott [10℄, whih we ite here:\Within the outline of the bh�upara, the square with projetions, is a three-fold irle insidewhih is a sixteen-petalled lotus whih in its turn envelopes an eight-petalled lotus. Within thislatter lotus there is a �gure onsisting of nine juxtaposed triangles - the �gure is indeed alledby the name navayoniakra - whih together make up the total of 43 small triangles of whih Raospeaks. In these small triangles, just as on the petals of the 16-petalled lotus and with the exeptionof the nine innermost triangles, are the haraters of the n�agar�� alphabet, while on the petals ofthe eight-petalled lotus there are groups of haraters, eah letter provided with a bindu."Pott gives at this point, as Fig. 7, a graphi rendition of the �Sr�� Yantra with n�agar�� letters.This hand-drawn �gure is an exat �Sr�� Yantra, resembling the one represented above as the left11



Figure 11: Sarva-saubh�agyad�ayaka hakra
Figure 12: Sarvartha-s�adhaka hakrapiture in Figure 3. Atually, point S almost touhes irle �. It is not a faithful rendition ofPlate XCVIII from Rao [14℄, whih is muh loser to the Classial �Sr�� Yantra, ontains furthermulti-syllabi mantras in the eight-petalled lotus, and �nally shows all the insriptions orientedirle-wise in the �gure, as opposed to horizontally as in Pott [10℄. This last author ontinues indesribing the preise plaement of letters on the diagram.2.6 Mysteries of �Sr�� YantraIt is lear that this investigation leaves many questions unanswered. The preise mantras, mudras,and divinities assoiated with �Sr�� Yantra and similar diagrams depend on setarian traditions. Thisesoteri tradition is still largely hermeti. A symposium organised by CNRS in 1984 on mantrasand tantras led to a published volume [12℄, in whih an artile by Tara Mihael [7℄ desribes onetradition of ritual use, taken from the Saundarya-Lahar��, or Wave of Beauty hymn. The mostomplete erudite aount available so far is the Yogin��hr.daya (Heart of the Yogin��), publishedreently in Frenh by Andr�e Padoux [13℄.Although it is hinted in several soures that this symbol is very old, the author does not know ofany published representation anterior to the seventeenth entury, leaving open its date of reation.But the really puzzling enigma is: How ould suh a diÆult geometri onstrution be inventedat all?We annot resist quoting again The Tantri Way [9℄: \�Sr�� Yantra, in its formal ontent, is avisual masterpiee of abstration, and must have been reated through revelation rather than byhuman ingenuity and raft". 12



Figure 13: Sarvaraksh�ak�ara hakra
Figure 14: Sarva-rogahara hakraConlusionThis study o�ers a more preise analysis of �Sr�� Yantra than was previously available in the publishedlitterature. We o�er this study as evidene of the non-triviality of bridging the ultural gap betweenHumanities and Siene on the one hand, and Eastern-Western knowledge, or sensibility, on theother.Referenes[1℄ Prapa~nas�aratantra, edited by T�aran�atha Vidy�aratna. In Arthur Avalon, T�antrik texts, vol.III. Luza, Calutta-London, 1914.[2℄ �Sr��akrasam. bh�aratantra, edited by Kazi Dawa Samdup. In Arthur Avalon, T�antrik texts, vol.VII. Luza, Calutta-London, 1919.[3℄ Adobe Systems Inorporated. Postsript Language Referene Manual. Addison-Wesley, 1985.[4℄ Niholas J. Bolton and D. Niol G. Maleod. The Geometry of the �Sr��-Yantra. Religion vol.7,1 (1977) pp. 66{85.[5℄ Alain Dani�elou. Le Polyth�eisme Hindou. Buhet/Chastel, 1960.[6℄ K. G. Kundangar. Notes on Shri Maha Lakshmi Temple, Kolhapur. Bombay, 1929.[7℄ Tara Mihael. Le �sr��akra dans la Saundarya-Lahar��. In [12℄, pp. 127{139.[8℄ Ajit Mookerjee. Tantra Art. Publ. Ravi Kumar. Random House, New York, 1971.[9℄ Ajit Mookerjee and Madhu Khanna. The Tantri Way. Thames and Hudson, London 1977.[10℄ P. H. Pott. Yoga and Yantra. Their interrelation and their signi�ane for Indian Arh�ology.Martinus Nijho�, The Hague, 1966.[11℄ Puny�ananda-N�atha. K�ama-Kal�a-Vil�asa. With the ommentary of Natan�ananda-N�atha. Trans-lated with ommentary by Arthur Avalon. Ganesh & o, Madras, 1961.13



Figure 15: Sarva-siddh��prada hakraFigure 16: Bindu : Sarva-�anandamaya hakra[12℄ Mantras et diagrammes rituels dans l'Hindouisme. Andr�e Padoux, Ed. Editions du CNRS,Paris, 1986.[13℄ Andr�e Padoux. Le C�ur de la Yogin�� - Yogin��hr.daya, ave le ommentaire D��pik�ad'Amr.t�ananda. Publiations de l'Institut de Civilisation Indienne, Coll�ege de Frane, 1994(di�usion de Board).[14℄ T. A. Gopinatha Rao. Elements of Hindu Ionography. Madras, 1914. Repr. Motilal Banarsi-dass, Delhi, 1985.[15℄ Philip Rawson. The Art of Tantra. Thames and Hudson, London, 1973.[16℄ Louis Renou. L'Inde Classique. Tome 1. First ed. Payot, Paris, 1947. Repr. Maisonneuve,Paris, 1985.[17℄ Shr��yukta Shiva Chandra Vidy�arnava Bhatt�ah�arya Mahodaya. Priniples of Tantra (TantraTattva). With an introdution and ommentary by Arthur Avalon. Luza, London, 1916.[18℄ Heinrih Zimmer. Kunsform und Yoga im indishen Kultbild. Frankfurter Verlags-Anstalt,Berlin, 1926.[19℄ Heinrih Zimmer. Artisti Form and Yoga in the Sared Images of India. Translation by GeraldChapple and James B. Lawson. Prineton University Press, 1984.[20℄ Heinrih Zimmer. Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization. Ed. by Joseph Campbell.Bollingen Series VI, Prineton University Press, 1946. Paperbak edition, 1972.AppendixWe give here the full Postsript soure of the Classial �Sr�� Yantra.% Shri Yantra in Color Postsript Copyright G. Huet 1990% Lines settings0.52 setlinewidth % 0.35 for printer0 setlineap0 setlinejoin1.5 setmiterlimit0 0 0 setrgbolor 14



% Saling3.937 % 10 m in inhes0.72 % 72 units in 1 inhmul % 1 mm in unitsdup sale % new unit=1mm/UN 100 def % unit=10m% Triangles105 90 translate % Origin at O/YO 0 def /XO 0 def % O=(0,0)/YT UN def /XT 0 def % T=(0,1)% Inputs - Obtained by Newton approximation omputed by Caml program/YQ 66.77 def /XF 12.6 def /YP 46.27 def /XA 18.7 def /YJ 39.8 def% Coordinates omputations% irle alpha 4*X^2+(2*Y-1)^2=1/sq {dup mul} def % squaring/alpha {UN sq Y 2 mul UN sub sq sub sqrt 2 div} def % X=alpha(Y)>0/XQ /Y YQ def alpha def % Q on alpha; Q determined% Q & O determine e: Y*XQ=X*YQ/YF YQ def % F determined/XJ /Y YJ def alpha def % J on alpha; J determined% J & T determine h: (1-Y)*XJ=X*(1-YJ)/YA YQ XA mul XQ div def % A on e determined/XH YJ XQ mul YQ div def % YH=YJ, H on e determined/XI XJ UN YQ sub UN YJ sub div mul def % YI=YQ, I on h determined% XU=0, YU=YQ, U & A determine f: XA*(Y-YQ)=X*(YA-YQ)/XC XA YQ YP sub YQ YA sub div mul def % YC=YP, C on f determined% F & H determine g: (Y-YF)*(XH-XF)=(YJ-YF)*(X-XF)/YV YF YF YJ sub XF mul XH XF sub div add def % XV=0, V on g determined% XW=0, YW=YP determine W% F & W determine a: (Y-YP)*XF=(YF-YP)*X/T1 XA YF YP sub mul def/T2 XF YQ YA sub mul def/YD T1 YQ mul T2 YP mul add T1 T2 add div def % D determined as a*f/T3 XJ YQ YP sub mul def/T4 XF UN YJ sub mul def/YG UN T3 mul T4 YP mul add T3 T4 add div def % G determined as a*h/T5 YQ YJ sub def/XB XA T5 mul YQ YA sub div def % YB=YJ, B on f determined% XZ=0, YZ=YA determine Z15



% C & Z determine : (Y-YA)*XC=X*(YP-YA)/YM YP YA sub XF T5 mul YQ XH XF sub mul add mul T5 YA mul XC mul addXC T5 mul YP YA sub XH XF sub mul add div def % M determined as *g/XM YM YA sub XC mul YP YA sub div def% I & B determine d: (Y-YJ)*(XI-XB)=(YQ-YJ)*(X-XB)/YL YJ T5 XB mul XI XB sub div sub def % (0,YL) sur d/XL XA YL YQ sub mul YA YQ sub div def % L on f determined/XP XB YP YJ sub XI XB sub mul T5 div add def % P on d determined/XE XF YM YP sub mul YF YP sub div def % YE=YM, E on a determined% P & E determine i: (Y-YP)*(XE-XP)=(YM-YP)*(X-XP)/XS XF YV YP sub mul YF YP sub div def % YS=YV, S on a determined/XK XF YA YF sub XH XF sub mul YJ YF sub div add def % YK=YA, K on g determined/XN XP YD YP sub XE XP sub mul YM YP sub div add def % YN=YD, N on i determined/XR XB YG YJ sub XI XB sub mul T5 div add def % YR=YG, R on d determined/XD YD YP sub XF mul YF YP sub div def % D on a determined/XG YG YP sub XF mul YF YP sub div def % G on a determined% Input is orret if (0,YG) on i: YG=YP-XP*(YM-YP)/(XE-XP)/red {gsave 1 0 0.1 setrgbolor fill grestore} def % oloring in red/blue {gsave 0 0.8 1 setrgbolor fill grestore} def % oloring in blue/yellow {gsave 1 1 0.1 setrgbolor fill grestore} def % oloring in yellow/eored {gsave 1 0 0.1 setrgbolor eofill grestore} def % eo-oloring red/eoblue {gsave 0 0.8 1 setrgbolor eofill grestore} def % eo-oloring blue/eoyellow {gsave 1 1 0.1 setrgbolor eofill grestore} def % eo-oloring yellow% Bindu - The bindu is not at the enter of alpha, but at the enter of the% innermost triangle, assumed to be equilateral/BIN YP YD 2 mul add 3 div defnewpath 0.6 BIN moveto 0 BIN 0.6 0 360 ar losepath red% Drawing triangle (trikona)newpath0 YP moveto XD YD lineto XD neg YD lineto losepath stroke% Drawing 8 star (vasukona)newpathXN YD moveto XD YD lineto XE YM lineto XE neg YM lineto XD neg YDlineto XN neg YD lineto 0 YJ lineto losepath0 YQ moveto XC YP lineto XC neg YP lineto losepathred stroke% Drawing first 10 star (dasharayugma)newpath0 YG moveto XP YP lineto XC YP lineto XB YJ lineto XB neg YJ lineto16



XC neg YP lineto XP neg YP lineto losepath0 YA moveto XM YM lineto XE YM lineto XF YQ lineto XF neg YQ linetoXE neg YM lineto XM neg YM lineto losepathblue stroke% Drawing seond 10 starnewpath0 YV moveto XH YJ lineto XB YJ lineto XA YA lineto XA neg YA linetoXB neg YJ lineto XH neg YJ lineto losepath0 YL moveto XI YQ lineto XF YQ lineto XG YG lineto XG neg YG linetoXF neg YQ lineto XI neg YQ lineto losepathred stroke% Drawing 14 star (manvashra)newpath0 0 moveto XQ YQ lineto XI YQ lineto XR YG lineto XG YG linetoXS YV lineto XS neg YV lineto XG neg YG lineto XR neg YG linetoXI neg YQ lineto XQ neg YQ lineto losepath0 YT moveto XJ YJ lineto XH YJ lineto XK YA lineto XA YA linetoXL YL lineto XL neg YL lineto XA neg YA lineto XK neg YA linetoXH neg YJ lineto XJ neg YJ lineto losepathblue stroke% Padmas/PI 180 def /D1 7 def /D2 12 def /D3 2 def /D4 2 def /R1 50 def/R2 R1 D1 add def /R3 R2 D2 add def/R4 R2 D3 add def /R5 R3 D4 add def/R6 R5 D4 add def /R7 R6 D4 add def0 R1 translate % Origin at enter of irles/petal { % We assume we start at X3 Y3 negX2 Y2 neg X1 Y1 neg R 0 urvetoX1 Y1 X2 Y2 X3 Y3 urveto} def % One padma petal/THETA0 PI 4 div def% Inner 8-petal padma/R R2 def/THETA1 PI 8 div def/U1 5 def /V1 8 def/DELTA1 20 def /GAMMA1 5 def/X1 R2 U1 DELTA1 os mul sub def/Y1 U1 DELTA1 sin mul def 17



/X3 R1 THETA1 os mul def/Y3 R1 THETA1 sin mul def/X2 X3 V1 THETA1 DELTA1 sub os mul add def/Y2 Y3 V1 THETA1 DELTA1 sub sin mul add defgsavenewpath X3 Y3 neg moveto8 {petal THETA0 rotate} repeatlosepath% Drawing irle alphaR1 0 moveto 0 0 R1 0 360 ar losepatheored strokegrestore% Outer 16-petal padma/R R3 def/THETA2 PI 16 div def/U2 4 def /V2 6 def/DELTA2 15 def /GAMMA2 5 def/X1 R3 U2 DELTA2 os mul sub def/Y1 U2 DELTA2 sin mul def/X3 R4 THETA2 os mul def/Y3 R4 THETA2 sin mul def/X2 X3 V2 THETA2 DELTA2 sub os mul add def/Y2 Y3 V2 THETA2 DELTA2 sub sin mul add defgsavenewpath X3 Y3 neg moveto16 {petal THETA1 rotate} repeatlosepath% Drawing irle betaR2 0 moveto 0 0 R2 0 360 ar losepatheoblue strokegrestore% Drawing irle gammanewpathR3 0 moveto 0 0 R3 0 360 ar losepath% Drawing 3 outer irlesR5 0 moveto 0 0 R5 0 360 ar losepathR6 0 moveto 0 0 R6 0 360 ar losepathstrokenewpath 18



R7 0 moveto 0 0 R7 0 360 ar losepath% Squares/greek {L1 L1 neg moveto4 {L1 L3 neg linetoL1 L2 add L3 neg linetoL1 L2 add L3 L4 add neg linetoL1 L2 add L5 add L3 L4 add neg linetoL1 L2 add L5 add L3 L4 add linetoL1 L2 add L3 L4 add linetoL1 L2 add L3 linetoL1 L3 linetoL1 L1 lineto90 rotate} repeatlosepath} def % Drawing a greek frieze/W1 2 def % Spaing between greeks/W2 3 def% Inner greek/L1 R7 def/L2 W1 4 mul W2 add def/L3 L1 3 div def/L4 L1 L3 sub 2 div def/L5 W2 defgreek eoyellow stroke/transform {/L1 L1 W1 add def/L2 L2 W1 2 mul sub def/L3 L3 W1 add def/L5 L5 W1 2 mul add def} def% Middle greektransform greek stroke% Outer greektransform greek strokeshowpage
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